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ABSTRACT

During the last decade, enterprises have seen enormous gains in scalability, flexibility, and 

affordability as they migrated from proprietary, monolithic server architectures to those that 

are virtualized, open source, standardized, and commoditized.

Unfortunately, the same has not been true in the storage industry. The proprietary, monolithic, 

and scale-up solutions, which dominate the storage industry today, do not deliver the outcomes 

of a modern, software-defined datacenter. They don’t deliver scalability, flexibility, or the  

economics that datacenters, workloads, and cloud computing environments need in today’s 

hyper-growth, virtualized, and increasingly cloud-based world. Red Hat® Storage Server 

addresses this gap.
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RED HAT STORAGE SERVER DESIGN GOALS

Red Hat Storage Server is an open, software-defined storage solution for private, public, and hybrid 

cloud environments. 

The product is based on the open source project GlusterFS, a distributed scale-out filesystem tech-

nology and meets unstructured, semi-structured and big data storage requirements for enterprises. 

Red Hat Storage Server customers can combine large numbers of commodity storage and  

compute resources into a high-performance, virtualized, and centrally managed storage pool. Both 

capacity and performance can scale linearly and independently on-demand, from a few terabytes to 

petabytes and beyond, using both on-premise commodity hardware and the public cloud compute 

and storage infrastructure.

In this paper, we will discusses some of the unique technical aspects of the Red Hat Storage Server 

architecture, which achieves several major goals:

ELASTICITY / SCALE ON DEMAND

Elasticity enables an enterprise to flexibly adapt to data growth and reduction and enables it to add 

or remove resources to a storage pool as needed without disrupting the system. Red Hat Storage 

Server allows enterprises to add or delete users, application data, volumes, storage nodes, etc., 

without disrupting running workloads within the infrastructure. This is extremely desirable in today’s 

always-on, hyper-connected world.

LINEAR SCALING

Linear scaling should enable twice the amount of storage systems to deliver twice the realized  

performance and twice the throughput (as measured in gigabytes per second) with the same 

average response time per external file system I/O event. (I.e., how long a NFS client will wait for  

the file server to return the information associated with each NFS client request).

For example, if an organization has acceptable levels of performance, but wants to increase capacity, 

it should be able to do so without decreasing performance or getting non-linear returns in capacity. 

Unfortunately, most storage systems do not demonstrate linear scaling. This seems somewhat 

counterintuitive, since it is so easy to purchase another set of disks to double the size of available 

storage. The caveat in doing so is that the scalability of storage has multiple dimensions, capacity 

being only one of them.

The systems managing the disk storage need to scale as well. There needs to be enough CPU  

capacity to drive all of the spindles at their peak capacities. The file system must scale to support 

the total size. The metadata telling the system where all the files are located must scale at the same 

rate disks are added. The network capacity available must scale to meet the increased number of 

clients accessing those disks. In short, it is not storage that needs to scale as much as it is the  

complete storage system that needs to scale.

Traditional file system models and architectures are unable to scale in this manner and therefore can 

never achieve true linear scaling of performance. For traditional distributed systems, each storage 

node must always incur the overhead of interacting with one or more other storage nodes for every 

file operation. That overhead subtracts from the scalability simply by adding to the list of tasks and 

the amount of work to be done. 

Even if those additional tasks could be done with near-zero effort (in the CPU and other system 

resources sense of the term), latency problems remain. 

By combining commodity 

economics with a scale-out 

approach, Red Hat Storage 

Server customers can achieve 

radically better price and 

performance in an easily 

deployed and managed solution 

that can be configured for 

increasingly demanding and 

emerging workloads that 

include big data analytics  

and OpenStack®.

GLOSSARY

Distributed file system: Any 

file system that allows access to 

files from multiple hosts sharing 

via a computer network

Metadata: Data providing  

information about one or more 

other pieces of data

Namespace: An abstract 

container or environment 

created to hold a logical 

grouping of unique identifiers or 

symbols. Each Red Hat Storage 

Server cluster exposes a single 

namespace as a POSIX mount 

point that contains every file in 

the cluster.

POSIX (Portable Operating 

System Interface (for UNIX)): 

A family of related standards 

specified by the IEEE to define 

the API, along with shell and 

utilities interfaces for software 

compatible with variants of the 

UNIX operating system. Red 

Hat Storage Server exports a  

POSIX-compatible file system.
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RAID (Redundant Array of 

Inexpensive Disks): Technology 

that provides increased storage 

reliability through redundancy, 

combining multiple low-cost, 

less-reliable disk drives  

components into a logical  

unit where all drives in the  

array are interdependent.

Userspace: Applications running 

in user space don’t directly 

interact with hardware, instead 

using the kernel to moderate 

access.  Userspace applications 

are generally more portable 

than applications in kernel 

space. Red Hat Storage Server 

is a user space application. 

Synchronous replication: 

Local data replication typically 

deployed across campus or AWS 

availability zones. 

Geo-replication/geo-rep:  

Long-distance replication 

typically deployed from one 

private cloud or datacenter 

to another, or from one cloud 

region (e.g., AWS region) to 

another region located more 

than 50 miles from the primary 

data location.

Latency results from waiting for the responses across the networks connecting the distributed 

storage nodes in those traditional system architectures and nearly always impacts performance. 

This type of latency increases proportionally relative to the speed and responsiveness—or lack of—

of the networking connecting the nodes to each other. Attempts to minimize coordination overhead 

often result in unacceptable increases in risk.

This is why claims of linear scalability often break down for traditional distributed architectures.

Instead, as illustrated in Figure 1, most traditional systems demonstrate logarithmic scalability  

(when storage’s useful capacity grows more slowly as it gets larger). This is due to the increased 

overhead necessary to maintain data resiliency. Examining the performance of some storage  

networks reflects this limitation as larger units offer slower aggregate performance than their 

smaller counterparts.

Figure 1: Linear vs. logarithmic scaling
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SCALE-OUT WITH RED HAT STORAGE SERVER

Red Hat Storage Server is designed to provide a scale-out architecture for both performance and 

capacity. This enables the system to scale up (or down) along multiple dimensions. 

By aggregating the disk, CPU, and I/O resources of large numbers of inexpensive systems, an enter-

prise should be able to create one large and high-performing storage pool. If the enterprise wants 

to add more capacity to scale out a system, they can do so by adding more inexpensive disks. If the 

enterprise wants to gain performance, they can do so by deploying more inexpensive sever nodes. 

The unique architecture of Red Hat Storage Server delivers the benefits of scale-out (more units 

means more capacity, more CPU, and more I/O), while avoiding the corresponding overhead and risk 

associated with keeping large numbers of storage nodes in sync.

In practice, both performance and capacity can be scaled out linearly with Red Hat Storage Server. 

This can be done by employing three fundamental techniques:

1. The elimination of a metadata server 

2. Effective distribution of data to achieve scalability and reliability

3. The use of parallelism to maximize performance via a fully distributed architecture

To illustrate how Red Hat Storage Server scales, Figure 2 shows how a baseline system can be  

scaled to increase both performance and capacity. The discussion below uses some illustrative  

performance and capacity numbers. 

A typical direct-attached Red Hat Storage Server configuration will have a moderate number of disks 

attached to two or more server nodes, which act as NAS heads (or storage nodes). For example, to 

support a requirement for 24 TB of capacity, a deployment might have two servers, each of which 

contains a quantity of 12 one-terabyte SATA drives. (See Figure 2, Config A.)

Figure 2: Linear scaling example
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For example, if you have acceptable performance levels but want to increase capacity by 25%,  

you could add another four one-terabyte drives to each server without experiencing performance 

degradation (each server would have 16 one-terabyte drives). (See Config B.) Note that you would 

not need to upgrade to larger or more powerful hardware, but rather add eight more inexpensive 

SATA drives.

On the other hand, if you are happy with 24 TB of capacity but want to double performance,  

you could distribute the drives among four servers, rather than two (each server would have six  

one-terabyte drives, rather than 12). Note that in this case, you could add two lower priced servers 

and redeploy existing drives. (See Config C.)

If you want to quadruple both performance and capacity, you could distribute the drives among eight 

servers (each server would have 12 one-terabyte drives). (See Figure 3, Config D.)

Figure 3: Config D: 4x performance, 4x capacity
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Note that by the time a solution has approximately 10 drives, the performance bottleneck has  

generally already moved to the network. (See Config D.)

In order to maximize performance, you can upgrade from a 1-Gigabit Ethernet network to a 

10-Gigabit Ethernet network. Note that performance in this example is more than 25 times of what 

was seen in the baseline. This is evidenced by an increase in performance from 200 MB/s in the 

baseline configuration to 5,000 MB/s. (See Figure 4, Config E.)

Figure 4: Config E: 20x performance
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As you will note, the power of the scale-out model is that both capacity and performance can scale 

linearly to meet requirements. It is not necessary to know what performance levels will be needed 

2-3 years out. Instead, configurations can be easily adjusted as need demands. 

While the above discussion was using round, theoretical numbers, actual performance tests  

have proven this linear scaling. The results, illustrated in Figure 5, show write throughput scaling 

linearly from 100 MBs on one server (e.g., storage node) to 800 MBs (on eight systems) in a 1 GbE 

environment.

RED HAT STORAGE 
DIFFERENTIATORS:

1. Software-only storage

2. Open source software

3. Support for storage  

co-resident and data  

locality aware applications

4. User space

5. Modular, stackable 

architecture

6. Data stored in native formats

7. No external metadata server 

with the elastic hash algorithm

8. Global namespace technology

9. Standards-based file and 

object store

Figure 5: Linear scaling in Red Hat Storage Server
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TECHNICAL DIFFERENTIATORS

There are nine fundamental technical differentiators between Red Hat Storage Server and  

traditional storage systems. These are discussed in brief below. 

1. SOFTWARE-ONLY STORAGE

One of the cornerstone principles defining Red Hat Storage Server is that storage should be  

considered a software problem. Today’s storage problems cannot be solved by locking customers 

into one particular storage hardware vendor or one particular hardware configuration. As a soft-

ware-only storage solution, Red Hat Storage Server has been designed to work with a wide variety  

of industry-standard commodity storage, networking, and compute servers. For commercial custom-

ers, Red Hat Storage Server is delivered as a pre-integrated, pre-verified and ready-to-run software 

stack, either packaged in an ISO or as an image that can deployed in a public cloud environment.

OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Red Hat Storage Server delivers functionality by embracing the open source model. Based on the 

open source project GlusterFS, a distributed scale-out filesystem technology, Red Hat Storage 

Server takes many “upstream” projects in the community and packages it with Red Hat  

Enterprise Linux, for a stable and enterprise-grade storage offering.As a result, Red Hat Storage 

Server users benefit from a worldwide community of developers who are constantly testing the 

product in a wide range of environments and workloads and providing continuous feedback.  

Red Hat Storage Server subscriptions provide access to support, maintenance, upgrades, new 

releases, patches/bug fixes, and knowledgebase articles. Customers ultimately achieve the  

benefit of innovation from the upstream community backed by Red Hat support.

SUPPORT FOR STORAGE CO-RESIDENT AND DATA LOCALITY AWARE APPLICATIONS

Red Hat Storage Server is ideal for running applications that need to run co-resident with storage, 

like Apache Hadoop map-reduce. These type of applications need to avoid the extra network hop 

between the compute node and the storage server if possible to improve response times for  

analytics workloads.

The software-defined characteristic of Red Hat Storage Server makes it amenable to these kinds  

of workloads.

USER SPACE

Unlike traditional file systems, Red Hat Storage Server operates in user space. This makes  

installing and upgrading the product significantly easier. It also enables expedited delivery of  

features that do not depend on kernel merge windows. And it means that users who contribute to 

GlusterFS don’t need specialized kernel expertise.

MODULAR, STACKABLE ARCHITECTURE

Red Hat Storage Server is designed using a modular and stackable architecture approach. To  

configure Red Hat Storage Server for highly specialized environments (i.e., large number of large 

flies, huge numbers of very small files, environments with cloud storage, various transport  

protocols, etc.), it is a simple matter of including or excluding particular modules.

For the sake of stability, certain options should not be changed once the system is in use. (For 

example, you would not remove replication if high availability was a desired functionality.)
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DATA STORED IN NATIVE FORMATS

With Red Hat Storage Server, data is stored on disks using native formats (e.g., XFS). The product 

has implemented various self-healing processes for data and therefore is extremely resilient. 

Furthermore, files are naturally readable without Red Hat Storage Server. So if a customer migrates 

away from Red Hat Storage Server, his/her data is still completely usable without any required  

modifications or data migration. 

NO EXTERNAL METADATA SERVER WITH THE ELASTIC HASH ALGORITHM

In a scale-out system, one of the biggest challenges is keeping track of the logical and physical  

data locations. Most distributed systems solve this problem by creating a separate index with file 

names and location metadata that usually resides in a server process and is often referred to as a 

metadata server. 

Unfortunately, this creates both a central point of failure and a huge performance bottleneck.  

As traditional scale-out systems add more files, more servers, or more disks, the central metadata 

server becomes a performance choke-point. This becomes an even bigger challenge if the workload 

consists primarily of small files (metadata intensive workloads) and the ratio of metadata to  

data increases.

Unlike other storage systems with a distributed file system, Red Hat Storage Server does not create, 

store, or use a separate index of metadata that needs to be externally stored. Instead, Red Hat 

Storage Server places and locates files algorithmically and all of the needed metadata is stored in 

extended attributes of files and directories. 

All storage node servers in the cluster have the intelligence to locate any piece of data without 

looking it up in an index or querying another server. To locate a file, the storage node server only 

needs to know the filename and apply the algorithm. This provides fully parallel access to the data 

and ensures linear performance scaling. The performance, availability, and stability advantages of 

not using an external metadata server are significant and, in some cases, dramatic.

GLOBAL NAMESPACE TECHNOLOGY

While many storage vendors contribute their namespace capability as enabling easier management 

of network storage, the Red Hat Storage Server global namespace technology enables even greater 

capabilities.This technology has also enabled innovative IT solutions that are changing the way  

Red Hat customers use cloud technology and legacy applications.

In the private cloud or datacenter 

Red Hat customers who linearly scale their Red Hat Storage Server environments can tie hundreds 

of storage nodes and associated files into one global namespace. The result is one common mount 

point for a large pool of network-attached storage. In some cases, where the Red Hat Storage Server 

native access client is used in place of NFSv3, multiple parallel access is supported by the file system. 

In the public cloud, Red Hat Storage Server global namespace technology enables multiple 

compute instances and storage to be configured in a massively scaleable pool of network-attached 

storage. For example, within the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud, Red Hat Storage Server global 

namespace enables the pooling of large quantities of Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances and 

Elastic Block Storage (EBS) to form a highly available NAS. EC2 instances (storage nodes) and EBS 

can be added non-disruptively, resulting in linear scaling of both performance and capacity. Being 
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able to deploy NAS in the cloud and run POSIX-compatible applications within the cloud using  

Red Hat Storage Server file storage accelerates cloud adoption and enables new and creative  

enterprise customer business solutions. 

STANDARDS-BASED FILE AND OBJECT STORE

With Red Hat Storage Server, all standard industry clients for file and object access are supported, 

including NFS, CIFS/SMB, and OpenStack® Swift REST APIs. Applications accessing storage are not 

locked into any proprietary clients or closed interfaces, ensuring application portability.

RED HAT STORAGE SERVER FEATURES & OPERATIONS

ELASTIC VOLUME MANAGEMENT 

When using an elastic hashing approach that assigns files to logical volumes, a question often arises: 

How do you assign logical volumes to physical volumes?

Volume management is completely elastic. Storage volumes are abstracted from the underlying 

hardware and can grow, shrink, and be migrated across physical storage nodes as systems, as  

necessary. Storage node servers can be added or removed on-the-fly with data automatically  

rebalanced across the cluster. Data is always online, and there is no application downtime. File 

system configuration changes are accepted at runtime and propagated throughout the cluster  

allowing changes to be made dynamically as workloads fluctuate or for performance tuning.

RENAMING OR MOVING FILES 

When a file is renamed, the hashing algorithm results in a different value, which will frequently  

result in the file being assigned to a different logical volume (which might itself be located in a  

different physical location). 

Because files can be large and rewriting and moving files is generally not a real-time operation, 

Red Hat Storage Server creates a pointer at the time a file (or set of files) is renamed. Thus, a client 

looking for a file under the new name would look in a logical volume and be redirected to the old 

logical volume location.

As background processes result in files ultimately being moved, the pointers are then removed. 

Similarly, if files need to be moved or reassigned (e.g., if a disk becomes hot or degrades in  

performance), reassignment decisions can be made in real time, while the physical migration  

of files can happen as a background process.

OPENSTACK SWIFT-BASED OBJECT STORAGE

Red Hat Storage Server provides object access based on OpenStack Swift, which allows users to 

store and retrieve content through a simple REST API as objects. Red Hat Storage Server uses 

GlusterFS backend for storing objects and as a result provides a rich feature set for object  

storage volumes.
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HIGH AVAILABILITY 

LOCAL SYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION 

Generally speaking, it is recommended to use mirroring to ensure availability. In this scenario,  

each storage node server’s file data is replicated to another storage node server using  

synchronous writes. 

The benefits of this strategy are full fault tolerance; failure of a single storage server is completely 

transparent to Red Hat Storage Server clients. In addition, reads are spread across all members of 

the mirror. 

Using Red Hat Storage Server, there can be an unlimited number of storage node members in a 

mirror. While the elastic hashing algorithm assigns files to unique logical volumes, Red Hat Storage 

Server ensures that each file is located on at least two different storage system server nodes.

GEO-REPLICATION, LONG-DISTANCE, ASYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION

For long distance data replication requirements, Red Hat Storage Server supports geo-replication 

and long-distance, unidirectional replication. Customers can configure Red Hat Storage Server to 

asynchronously replicate data over vast geographical distances. 

All Red Hat Storage Server nodes in the scale-out cluster participate in replicating and the replica-

tion is changelog driven, thereby providing a high-performance, efficient solution for asynchronous 

replication. With failover and failback capabilities, Red Hat Storage Server proves to be an excellent 

choice for enabling disaster recovery.

REPLICATION IN PRIVATE, PUBLIC, AND HYBRID CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS

Both synchronous and geo-rep asynchronous data replication are supported in private cloud, public, 

and hybrid cloud environments. 

Within the AWS public cloud, Red Hat Storage Server supports synchronous replication across  

availability zones and geo-rep asynchronous replication across AWS regions. In fact, using  

Red Hat Storage Server is the only way to ensure high availability for NAS storage within the  

AWS infrastructure. 

While Red Hat Storage Server offers software-level disk and server redundancy at the storage  

node server level, hardware RAID (RAID 6) usage within individual storage system servers is  

strongly recommended (for most cases) to provide an additional level of protection. Red Hat  

solution architects can advise you on the best form of storage level and storage node level data  

protection and replication strategies for your specific requirements.

RED HAT STORAGE SERVER MANAGEMENT CONSOLE

The Red Hat Storage Server console is an integrated management solution to ease provisioning and 

monitoring of Red Hat Storage Server clusters. Based on open source oVirt technology, the console 

provides GUI, REST, and API access for managing the product.
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CONCLUSION

By delivering increased scalability, flexibility, affordability, performance, and ease-of-use  

in concert with reduced acquisition and maintenance costs, Red Hat Storage Server is a  

revolutionary step forward in data management. 

Multiple advanced architectural design decisions make it possible for Red Hat Storage Server  

to deliver great performance, flexibility, manageability, and resilience at a significantly reduced  

overall cost. 

The complete elimination of location metadata via the use of the elastic hashing algorithm 

results in the product’s remarkable resilience and dramatically reduces the risks of data loss, 

data corruption, and unavailable data.

The product can be deployed in the private cloud or datacenter via the Red Hat Storage Server 

for On-premise deployment model, an ISO image installed on commodity server and storage 

hardware. This model results in a powerful, turn-key, massively scalable, highly available,  

scale-out storage environment. 

Additionally, Red Hat Storage Server can be deployed in the public cloud via Red Hat Storage 

Server for Public Cloud (e.g., within the AWS cloud), providing the features and functionally  

possible in the private cloud. 

To start a functional trial of Red Hat Storage Server, visit www.redhat.com/storage. To speak 

with a Red Hat representative about how to solve your storage challenges, call 1-888-REDHAT-1.
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